
PSIglobal

Supply Chain 
Network Design



The software supports you in establishing and maintaining an efficient, 
service-optimized, resilient and sustainable supply chain.

What can you achieve with PSIglobal? 

Supply Chain   
Network Design

Focus:
 9 Reduce logistics costs by up to 10% and more
 9 Increase service orientation in the distribution 

network with reduced throughput times and an 
improved customer service level

 9 Increase transparency in SCM thanks to  
transparent map display, dashboards and KPIs

 9 Calculate and optimize carbon footprint
 9 Minimize supply chain risks by considering  

unforeseen incidents
 9 Optimize freight purchasing

Why is PSIglobal the right choice for you?

+ The Software is not only linear but more com-
plex/realistic tariff structures can be modeled

+ Single- and multi-level networks can be easily 
mapped 

+ You have the option of modeling down to the 
item and order level

+ Simple and extensive possibilities for data pre-
paration with a wide range of functions for 
answering strategic questions in the design 
and optimization of logistics chains

The use of PSIglobal is an indispensable tool for 
the analysis, planning and optimization of sup-
ply chains for your company.

Companies

How does PSIglobal help to achieve the objectives?

+ Digital Twin as the basis of your supply chain 
to	identify	possible	influences	and	scenarios

+ The calculations in PSIglobal can be used to 
determine existing cost and service potentials 
to achieve an optimal weighting of target inte-
rests in your supply chain

+ The software provides information about 
potential supply chain risks so that you can ini-
tiate appropriate measures to increase supply 
chain resilience at an early stage

The sustainability calculations, analyses and 
optimizations integrated in PSIglobal support 
you in establishing a sustainable and future-pro-
of supply chain management.

Achievement of objectives



Start with a concrete project and learn the individual functions of our 
supply chain system step-by-step.

PSIglobal range of services.

Which areas is PSIglobal suitable for?
E-Commerce & Retail+

Consumer Goods+Logistics service provider+

Industry & Production+ Consultants+

Data and facts:

+ 70+ users worldwide
+ 30+ installations worldwide
+ 154+ countries in which PSIglobal is used
+ 10% of sales are invested annually in research 

and development for a new release

+
+ Direct connection to SAP and other ERP  
systems	through	certified	interfaces

+ Customer data approaches in any format 
(e.g. MS-Excel, MS-Access, Text, CSV)

+ Future-proof, Java technology-based framework; 
highest processing speed

+	 Certified	data	security	(ISO27001)

+
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Other offices 

Aschaffenburg (Germany)
Dortmund (Germany)
Posen (Poland) 

PSI Logistics GmbH

Dircksenstraße 42–44 
10178 Berlin (Mitte) 
Germany

Phone: +49 30 2801-2850
info@psilogistics.com
www.psilogistics.com

https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=qf&original_referer=https://www.google.com/&sessionRedirect=https%3A%2F%2Fde.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2Fpsi-logistics
https://twitter.com/PSILogistics
https://www.xing.com/pages/psilogisticsgmbh
https://www.youtube.com/user/PSILogChannel

